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Using Data Comics to Enhance Visualization Literacy
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Figure 1: An example of a data comic explaining the visual mapping of a spiral chart based on a line graph.

Abstract
Visualization Literacy as a skill is becoming important, as growing amounts of data require complex ways of visualizing and
interpreting them. Yet, it is hardly taught during general education, and not many resources conveying visualization knowledge
in an easily accessible way exist. We draw on the notion of data comics, which are already well-suited for communicating
visualization insights, but so far have not been explored in the context of teaching visualization skills. We aim to map the
research landscape around this idea through a systematic literature research and present a first overview of related areas and
how they might influence data comics used to enhance visualization literacy.

CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Visualization theory, concepts and paradigms;

1. Introduction and Related Work

The correct interpretation of data visualizations is becoming in-
creasingly important not only to experts, but also to the gen-
eral public, as especially recent events around Covid-19 have
shown [Shn20]. The general public was introduced to various data
visualizations presenting medical data such as reproduction num-
bers, Covid-19 cases, hospitalization, etc. However, visualization
beyond simple bar- and line charts is seldomly taught in the course
of general education, resulting in a low visualization literacy among
the public [BMBH16]. This can be a problem considering that a lot
of data can only be thoroughly explored through less widely known,
possibly even interactive visualization techniques.

There are few resources conveying visualization knowledge in an
accessible format. Text books mostly provide a general overview
only, while chart and tool libraries like Rawgraphs [raw] or Voy-
ager [voy] provide high-level insights and require some previous
knowledge to be handled. Websites explaining different visualiza-
tion types do exist, e.g., The Graphic Continuum [SR14], Data Viz
Catalogue [Rib20], and From Data to Viz [HH21], however, they
exclusively use textual descriptions of images, and the data sets
used in the visualization examples are very abstract. This can be
problematic for novice users, which is why we believe that tailored,
hands-on guides on how to understand and solve specific problems
with data visualizations are needed.
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Recently, a genre called data comics has been explored as a
means to data-driven storytelling [BRCP17]. Through their simple
and accessible format, they are very well suited for communicating
insights even in complex visualizations (e.g., [BKH∗16]), achiev-
ing what neither illustrated text nor videos can do alone: They
keep an all-time overview, allowing the audience to read and un-
derstand at their own pace, but at the same time offer a linear nar-
rative like a video would, only without relying on the audience’s
memory of the content [BKH∗16]. So far, data comics have not
been explored in the context of teaching visualization. Wang et al.
use some principles of data comics in a set of visualization cheat
sheets [WSMRB20], but the full format, albeit having the potential,
has not been used to teach visualization yet.

Using data comics to teach visualization requires knowledge
and poses challenges from multiple domains: data visualization,
comics, and teaching. We align these three parent disciplines in
a Venn Diagram, as seen in Figure 2, in an attempt to map the re-
search areas that need to be explored, and provide an insight into
the research landscape.

2. Method

In a first step of scouting the research areas of our map, we per-
formed a systematic literature review. We first conducted a gen-
eral search in Google Scholar using keywords such as data comics,
teaching with comics, visualization teaching, and comic visualiza-
tion. Then, we surveyed the first 10 result pages of digital libraries
such as ACM, SpringerLink, IEEE XPlore, and Sage Journals. Ad-
ditionally, we identified related papers through reference snow-
balling. We describe our first insights in the following.

3. Mapping the Research Landscape

Figure 2: Our map of the involved research areas shows dimen-
sions influencing each other when using data comics to enhance
visualization literacy. Outside of the Venn diagram are factors rel-
evant to all areas, such as culture, storytelling, or medium.

Comics + Teaching = Educational Comics: Comics have a history
of being used in educational contexts, and various studies across
different topics consistently showed that through their multimodal
nature, accessibility, as well as through using characters which en-
able emotional attachment and a basis for self-reference, they are
very effective for improving the audience’s motivation and engage-
ment [Far18]. A lot of educational comics are designed for class-
room use with children (examples ranging from English [Iss18]

or Science [MHSD21] to Programming classes [SLL∗21]). Mean-
while, however, non-fiction comics of explanatory nature, dubbed
"Graphic Guides", have even become their own book genre for all
age groups [int].

Comics + Data Vis = Data Comics: Although the first data
comics heavily focused on leading characters explaining visual-
izations [ZME15], they, as well as aesthetics and/or specific ren-
dering like in graphic guides are only secondary to data comics.
Studies suggest that hand-drawn, sketchy styles do enhance en-
gagement even in data visualizations [WII∗12], but generally, data
comics’ main goal is to communicate insights through the medium
itself. Bach et al. [BWF∗18] propose a set of design patterns
for data comics which highlight how techniques native to this
comic medium (e.g., panel size and order) can guide readers and
shed light upon data visualizations. Data comics have been stud-
ied in terms of effectiveness and engagement [WWF∗19], and ef-
forts have been made to facilitate their creation, such as creation
frameworks [WRZ∗21] and authoring tools [KHRB∗19, gra19].
Recently, the potential of interactivity in Data Comics has also
been explored [KHM∗21, WRC∗22]. Seeing that many visualiza-
tions only reach their full potential with interactive exploration pos-
sibilities, we believe that incorporating interactive data comics into
such visualizations can also facilitate learning.

Data Vis + Teaching = Visualization Literacy: The topic
of visualization literacy gained increased attention in the last
years [BHH∗21]. For example, efforts have been made to teach vi-
sualization skills early in elementary schools using tablet applica-
tions, e.g., [BZP∗20]. Firat et al. [FDL20] developed a pedagog-
ical interactive treemap application to help students learning the
visualization in a more effective way than through slides. Huron
et al. [HBHK] also emphasize the importance on hands-on activi-
ties over sole didactic learning. Attempts to help users in taking full
advantage of complex visualization tools have been made in visual-
ization onboarding research [SWG∗ss] as well as in user assistance
and guidance in visual analytics contexts [SCW∗22].

4. Conclusion and Future Work

We see potential in teaching visualization with data comics and ex-
plored the research landscape around the topic. Our next step is to
expand the systematic literature survey and to address open ques-
tions that arise from the combination of the dimensions seen in Fig-
ure 2, such as using comics to teach how to read/navigate/interact
with visualizations, similar to Figure 1, which explains the forma-
tion of a spiral chart from a line graph as an example. How to facili-
tate the creation of such comics as well as how to evaluate them are
directions worth exploring. Finally, with hands-on tools to enhance
visualization literacy emerging, integrating interactive comics as a
method of onboarding seems promising as well.
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